
How to use your

new account (on the App)

You can now view all the badge requirements for 
the challenge by tapping on the image associated 
with that challenge.

General 
Once you have created your account, navigate the app with the buttons along the 
bottom of the screen.

Home is the overview of everything 
the selected reader has done.

Log is an overview of all the recently 
logged books, badges, and highlights 
of the selected reader's  activity in 
Beanstack.

The + Sign is where you or the reader will log reading and activities.

Discover is where you can register for reading challenges and find out more 
about the challenges you have registered for.

Account is where the settings and personal information is contained.

Changing  the Selected Reader
Tap the "Circle" Icon in the top right of the screen.

Then tap the name of the reader you would like to log 
for.

Registering for a Program
Tap "Discover" at the bottom of the screen to see all 
the challenges the reader is able to register for.

Scroll through the available challenges and tap 
"Register" under the challenge's details, and tap 
"Register" again.

Once the reader is registered for a program they 
will earn a "Registration Badge" for that challenge.
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Logging Books 
Tap the + Sign.

Tap "Log Reading."

Select the reader you are logging 
for.

You are given a choice on how you would like to enter 
the book's information, either by scanning an ISBN or 
manually entering the title.

After adding the information for the book, tap "Save."

Tap "Quick Log as Complete", to record the book as read.

The completed entry will automatically  count towards the 
challenge(s) that require reading that the reader is 
registered for.

You will earn a badge when a specific reading 
requirement is completed and it will turn colorful!

Completing an Activity

Tap the + Sign.

Tap "Log Activity."

Select the reader who will be completing the activity 
(sometimes there may be no activities for a reader to 
complete if their challenges do no require them).

Select the activity and follow the directions on how to 
complete it.

Once it is complete, tap the box next to the instructions to 
mark it as complete.

You will then earn the badge for that activity, and it will 
turn colorful!

Special Activities:

Some activities will require a special 
code or answer to a question for 
you to complete them.

Just follow the directions for how to 
complete them.




